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Risk factors

Prior to investing, investors should carefully consider the risks 

associated as detailed in the offering document. The value of 

an investment can fall and the originally invested amount may 

never be recovered. Investors should consider the following 

risks, without limitation:

 ■ Market risk: The risk of losses in positions arising from 

movements in market prices.

 ■ Currency risk: The risk of losses arising from currency  

fluctuations, in case the currency of an investment is 

different from the investor’s reference currency.

 ■ Liquidity risks: Adverse effects created by the situation 

where the fund must sell assets where insufficient market 

demand exists and lower price levels must be accepted to 

execute a transaction.

 ■ Operational risks: The fund may suffer losses as a result  

of insufficient internal processes or systems, misbehavior  

of employees or external circumstances.

 ■ Political and legal risks: Investments are exposed to  

changes in the rules and standards applied by the country 

under the respective jurisdiction. This includes restrictions 

on currency convertibility, the imposition of taxes or trans-

action controls, limitations on property rights or other  

legal risks. Investments in less developed financial markets 

may expose the fund to increased operational-, legal- and 

political risk.

 ■ Derivative risk: The risk of losses arising from the usage  

of derivatives, which can be highly sensitive to price  

movements of the underlying asset and can result in 

increased leverage.

 ■ Credit risks: Risk characterized by the failure of counter-

parties to meet contractual financial obligations.

 ■ Master-Feeder risks: The performance of the Fund may 

deviate from the performance of the Master-Fund.
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Fed lured out of its reserve?

Do you remember the time when 
monetary policy was basically considered 
an extremely boring discipline that did not  
interest ordinary people outside a small 
circle of nerdy economists in universities 
and research departments of financial 
institutions? Monetary policy changes could 
hardly provoke more than a side note in 
the business section; they certainly did not 
generate any headlines on the front page 
of daily newspapers. Tempi passati – but 
what has “monetary progress” brought us?

There used to be the “old school” of an independent, stability- 

oriented monetary policy, in which above all adherence to 

principles and (boring) regulatory rules were the main focus. 

The calculations of the political decision-makers were based 

exclusively on flawless economic statistics and inflation indica-

tors – with not even a sideways glance at the stock markets ... 

Around 20 years ago, Alan Greenspan, the legendary former 

chairman of the Federal Reserve, was the first to voluntarily  

or involuntarily create a cult around himself with his sibylline 

rhetoric and sign language – including a host of analysts who 

literally hung on his every word and tried day in, day out to 

interpret his gestures. “If I’ve made myself too clear, you must 

have misunderstood me,” was one of his favorite expressions, 

and it became quickly known as “Fedspeak.” 

About a dozen years later, on July 26, 2012, Mario Draghi, 

the shrewd former president of the European Central Bank, 

managed to top the unforgettable “Easy Al.” With his three 

magic words “whatever it takes,” he managed to do what 

neither hundreds of billions of euros in aid nor countless crisis 

summits had been able to do before: a sudden calming of 

the financial markets in the midst of the European debt crisis. 

Unfortunately, this date also marks the end of that legend of 

apolitical technocrats of the “old school” pursuing a discreet 

monetary policy. Anyone who still believes or claims that 

central banks should actually be independent of the rest of 

politics is no longer taken seriously, but laughed at as out of 

touch with reality. 

“Anyone who still believes or claims 
that central banks should actually be 
independent of the rest of politics is  
no longer taken seriously, but laughed 
at as out of touch with reality.”

4 Editorial



The list of developments that confirm this irreversible trend 

on both sides of the Atlantic right up to the present day are 

almost endless. These developments include, for example, 

Jerome Powell’s most recent turnaround or paradigm shift, 

which is difficult to comprehend from an economic point of 

view. Since this change of direction, he can no longer get rid 

of the suspicion that he is dancing to Trump’s Twitter pipe, or 

at least letting it lure him out of his reserve. And while in some 

places politics is exerting more and more influence on central 

banks, in other places politicians are being appointed to head 

the banks: A point in case is the election of Christine Lagarde 

as president of the ECB! 

Complaining about the lost independence of central banks 

has become popular. In Switzerland, it has come predomi-

nantly from the ostensibly (but not necessarily!) superior point 

of view of a publication such as the Neue Zürcher Zeitung. 

From a Swiss perspective in particular, this is out of place: 

We are reluctant to remember Switzerland’s original sin in 

September 2011, when Philipp Hildebrand, then Chairman of 

the Governing Board of the Swiss National Bank, proclaimed 

with extreme determination and monetary omnipotence that 

he would no longer tolerate a euro-franc exchange rate of  

less than 1.20 with immediate effect. This game of chance, 

which was staged under political pressure and in the worst 

case could have led to disaster, lasted 1227 days, until the  

SNB capitulated in January 2015.

Conclusion: In contrast to the central bank governors 

mentioned above, investors should not let themselves be lured 

out of their reserve, and under no circumstances should they 

throw their proven strategy overboard or overestimate their 

risk capacity. This danger is imminent due to the well-known 

investor preference for interest rate cuts – on the one hand, 

because they are expected to stimulate the economy, and on 

the other, because low interest rates make risk investments 

such as equities more attractive compared to bonds. 

Caution is called for, as the futures markets may currently  

be overestimating the cycle of interest rate cuts, which could 

lead to disappointment. Further uncertainty arises from the 

fact that interest rate cuts are not an absolute panacea for 

averting recessions. Over the past five decades, this recipe 

has been unsuccessful in almost half of all cases – resulting 

in average losses of approximately 25% in stock indices. If a 

recession was actually prevented, the stock markets managed 

once again to make further strong gains, albeit only after an 

extremely volatile transition phase. In view of this particularly  

high scenario divergence and a risk-reward ratio that has be- 

come less favorable after more than ten years of a bull market, 

it is advisable not to enter into excessively large tactical bets 

at present. In contrast, it is a good time to add some gold to 

a portfolio as a reserve for all scenarios, even though some 

know-it-alls might shake their heads in disapproval. 

Dr Alex Durrer

Chief Economist

“In contrast to the central bank 
governors mentioned above, investors 
should not let themselves be lured  
out of their reserve, and under no 
circumstances should they throw 
their proven strategy overboard or 
overestimate their risk capacity.”
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Time for a new decade! The “important” themes of the last 

ten years seem worn out, almost boring. People have long 

become accustomed to these issues, although the market’s 

view of how likely they are to occur and the significance of 

the implications still vary somewhat over time. Unfortunately, 

the question of how long the US-China trade conflict will 

last – or whether it will escalate after a temporary easing – 

continues to be relevant. In contrast, some of the uncertainties 

in Europe have receded, or their importance has been reduced 

to a regional minimum: from the annoying Brexit endgame to 

the habitual government frictions in Italy, Spain, France and 

Germany, including as well the inauguration of the new ECB 

president. The financial markets are latently nervous. The  

influence on the markets of the diverse structural issues should 

remain limited in the end – but every now and then it will lead 

to some tensions, i.e. volatility. 

There is also some suspense regarding the economic outlook, 

which in any case looks uneven. Global industrial activity 

remains in a slump, and although the service sector, which is 

more important in modern economies, has performed better 

to date thanks to robust consumption, there continue to be 

late-cycle recession concerns. On an international comparison,  

the US economy is still performing best, although the label 

“global economic engine” is starting to sound somewhat too 

strong. The situation for the eurozone is much gloomier. As 

for the emerging markets, the outlook is mixed, as growth 

prospects are dampened the most due to trade disputes. 

Another aspect of the late-cyclical trend is that inflation is 

cooling off somewhat after a temporary return last year. In 

any case, no one seriously expected inflation to come back. 

The long-dominant phenomenon of monetary divergence has 

now finally vanished. In view of the structural dangers and the 

economic outlook, including declining inflationary pressure, all 

major central banks have abandoned their efforts to normalize 

monetary policy and made a paradigm shift towards easing. 

In our baseline scenario, the global economy will continue to 

grow – albeit with the handbrake on. Accordingly, caution 

remains the order of the day, which is why we recommend 

a modestly aggressive positioning: slightly above the neutral 

equity weighting and with a substantial tactical gold position. 

The new decade is starting. Will it bring better luck? 

Dr Alex Durrer

 --- -- -  + ++ +++

Equity USA

Equity Europe

Equity Japan

Equity Asia/Pacific

Equity emerging markets

Sovereign bonds

Inflation-linked bonds

Corporate bonds

Emerging markets bonds
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Liquidity

Stagflation
Inflation-linked bonds, 
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Sovereign bonds
Deflationary depression

Classic boom
Cyclical stocks

Growth stocks
Globalization

Inflation

Price 
develop- 
ment

Deflation

  Baseline scenario        Risk scenario

Real growth

* The macroeconomic landscape has a time horizon of 3-6 months Source: LGT

Global macroeconomic landscape*

ExpansionContraction

Overview investment policy as per November 18, 2019
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US dollar: twitching corners of the mouth

Michel Roth

According to the “smile theory,” the US dollar strengthens 

when the US economy is booming (right corner of the mouth) 

or when it weakens sharply and risk aversion increases, such 

as during a recession (left corner of the mouth). If the global 

economy is performing relatively better than the US economy, 

the greenback typically weakens as capital flows abroad. This 

forms the bottom of the smiling mouth. So where does the 

dollar currently stand on the basis of this theory? 

The US economy has slowed considerably over the course of 

the year. According to the New York Federal Reserve’s yield 

curve-based model, the probability of a recession in the next 

12 months is now around 35%. This number is quite high, yet 

three percentage points lower than in the previous month. 

The decline is likely a consequence of interest rate cuts by the 

Federal Reserve and more optimism in geopolitics, as both are 

changing the steepness of the curve. Moreover, in contrast to  

the run-up to a recession, the service sector and the US con-

sumer remain relatively robust. All this suggests that an eco-

nomic crisis can be avoided next year and that the US dollar  

will consequently lose some strength. From a fundamental 

point of view, in addition to the lower interest rate differential 

with other countries, a further increase in the current account 

and budget deficits suggest so too. But before the US dollar 

finally stops smiling, growth outside the US must improve. A 

few leading indicators are already pointing toward this. 

Overview of currencies as per November 18, 2019

Currencies Exchange 
rate

Year-to- 
date

Medium-term 
trend

Comment

EUR-USD 1.11 -3.1% Weak macro environment and ultra-loose monetary policy send EUR southwards

GBP-USD 1.30 1.8% Despite the greater chances of a Brexit deal, GBP remains trapped in a sideways trend

USD-JPY 108.56 -1.1% Valuation and foreign asset position support a strategic JPY appreciation

USD-CHF 0.99 0.2% The SNB will be able to prevent a sharp appreciation of the CHF

AUD-USD 0.68 -3.2% Downward trend in AUD remains intact and a marked appreciation is not in sight for now

USD-CAD 1.32 -3.3% BoC adopts a wait-and-see attitude in the context of a challenging external environment

USD-SGD 1.36 -0.2% The MAS is only likely to be active again if the macro data is disappointing

USD-KRW 1164.25 4.3% The key interest rate is now at a record low, supporting a depreciation of the KRW 

USD-CNY 7.01 2.1% The currency pair remains as volatile as the US-China trade war front

USD-MXN 19.28 -2.1% The mark at 20 is an important resistance zone for the USD-MXN

USD-RUB 63.78 -8.1% The dovish stance of the central bank supports a depreciation of the RUB and thus exports

EUR-CHF 1.09 -2.9% Political risks and suboptimal macro data will continue to weigh on the EUR

EUR-SEK 10.66 5.2% Economic reality is likely to catch up with the priced-in interest rate hike 

EUR-NOK 10.09 2.0% Norway’s dependence on the economically damaged euro zone continues to affect the NOK

  Trade-weighted US dollar (yearly log returns)
  Leading indicator: US versus OECD ex US  

   + 6 emerging markets (rhs, ratio)
  Recession

Source: Refinitiv, LGT
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Only a few months ago, the US Federal Reserve announced 

that until well into 2020 it was planning to continuously 

reduce its balance sheet, which had been inflated by securities  

purchases to reach more than USD 4 tn. But that is not going 

to happen anymore. To counteract the liquidity problems in 

the financial markets, the Fed pumped more than USD 200 bn  

back into the market within a few days. Shortly thereafter, 

the Fed announced that it would buy around USD 60 bn in 

government bonds every month until the second quarter of 

2020. This shows that both the Fed and the ECB are back in 

crisis mode with their recent bond purchases. Once again, 

some are tempted to say.

The repeated bond purchase programs are a little bit like the 

US comedy “Groundhog Day” in which Bill Murray plays an 

arrogant weather announcer who is stuck in a time loop and 

experiences the same day again and again. And there is no 

end in sight for the bond purchases. Moreover, the situation 

is not getting any easier as the International Monetary Fund 

(IMF), for example, is anticipating a “synchronized” global 

economic slowdown. The “World Economic Outlook,” the 

IMF’s global economic forecast, not only reduces the growth 

prospects for this year and next, but almost more importantly, 

it states that the world’s four major economies – the USA, the 

eurozone, Japan, and China – are unlikely to experience any 

significant upturn in the next five years. Despite the longest 

US growth phase in more than 150 years, with unemployment 

at its lowest level in 50 years and record prices on the stock 

markets, the Fed has so far failed to restore monetary policy  

to its pre-crisis state, which means that any prospect of an 

imminent “normalization” of monetary policy is likely dead.

During the financial crisis of 2007-2008, central banks saved the  

global financial system, but as the current situation shows, the  

patient is still dependent on the life-support machine. The solu-

tion to over-indebtedness was to lower interest rates. However, 

as lower interest rates facilitate debt financing, this has led to 

an even greater system-wide debt burden. The “unconventional 

monetary policy” and the continuing weakness of the economy 

are now forming a vicious circle. The slowdown in growth has 

led investors to placing the money that was made available to 

them not in the real economy, but in increasingly risky financial  

assets. This has made the role of central banks even more 

important. The financial system has become so dependent on 

the constant influx of cheap money that now even the hint of  

normalization could trigger a crisis. This means that bond inves-

tors will have to get used to the low interest rates for the time 

being. For the central banks it is getting more and more difficult 

to get out of this situation – as it was for Bill Murray. 

Government bonds:  
Groundhog Day
Ewald Duer

Overview target rates and yields on 10y government bonds as per November 18, 2019

Economy Target rate Trend Comment 10y yield Trend Comment

USA 1.625% No signs of interest rate normalization 1.81% The doves are at work

Eurozone (DE) 0.00% Interest rates at historical lows -0.34% Lagarde keeps the printing press warm

Japan -0.10% No rate changes in foreseeable future -0.08% Interest rate normalization remains an uptopia

UK 0.75% No rate changes in foreseeable future 0.74% Positive returns in the downward trend

Switzerland -0.75% No rate changes in foreseeable future -0.55% Swiss government bonds still in demand

Brazil 5.00% There is room to cut rates 6.68% Economic policy has a supportive effect

Malaysia 3.00% No rate changes in foreseeable future 3.44% Fiscal stimulus allows for optimism

Yield of US government bonds

  Yield of 10Y US government bond Source: Refinitiv, LGT
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There is still little price pressure to be seen in the developed 

countries. Year-on-year changes in consumer prices in the US 

remained at 1.8% in October. In Europe, the inflation rates  

for Germany and France were 0.9% each and Spain stagnated 

at 0.2% in October. For the eurozone as a whole, inflation is 

only 0.7%, well below the medium-term target of just under 

2% that the European Central Bank is aiming for. 

Volatile energy and food prices are responsible for this, with 

the oil price in particular still acting as a “damper.” However, 

this negative factor will come to an end at the start of the year 

and will have a positive impact on the inflation contribution 

of inflation-linked bonds. In addition to this statistical base 

effect, the current valuation also looks attractive compared 

with nominal bonds. In Europe, the market-based inflation 

expectation for up to ten years (5Y/5Y inflation swap) is at 

1.2%, only slightly above the record low of 1.12%, and in the 

US the 10-year benchmark rate of 1.7% is only slightly higher.

We want to protect our global bond portfolios from possible 

inflation surprises and have therefore strategically invested a 

significant weighting of around 20% in this asset class. 

Inflation-linked bonds:  
Nothing new
Dieter Gassner

Emerging markets hard currency bonds:  
A nice present
Johannes Oehri

With a gain of around 13% since the beginning of the year, 

hard-currency bonds have performed extremely well. But 

looking at the return in terms of calendar years has its pitfalls. 

After a disappointing 2018, which culminated in the broad 

market correction during the Advent season, credit spreads 

were at a multi-year high at the turn of the year.

This time, the handing out of Christmas presents did not take  

place until after the turn of the year, when the brightening of 

investor sentiment and the associated tightening of spreads 

generated returns of around 5% in the first quarter already. 

In the two subsequent quarters, the main driver then shifted 

significantly to interest rate risk. In other words, the bulk of the 

year’s performance is due not to conditions in the emerging 

markets, but to the 8% decline in USD yields. These same con- 

ditions are now becoming more important again. In addition to  

Brazil, Ukraine, for example, is showing some surprising reform 

momentum. On the other hand, caution is advisable with African 

issuers, which have accumulated very high debts in recent years. 

Furthermore, the local heavyweight South Africa is threatened 

by the loss of its investment grade rating in the medium term. 

A nice present! 

Consumer prices

  US        Eurozone      
  France        Germany        Spain Source: Refinitiv, LGT
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Since the beginning of the year, the US stock market has moved 

sharply higher – despite the trade conflict with China. The 

leading index S&P 500 even managed to break out to a new 

all-time high recently. A combination of factors is behind this 

move, such as easing political uncertainties and another cut in  

key interest rates. The US Federal Reserve sees moderate growth 

and declining risks for the economy, however, so that the most 

recent rate cut is therefore likely to be the last for the time being. 

And the political uncertainties can flare up again at any time. 

This made it all the more important that third-quarter corpo-

rate earnings were solid. Moreover, the initial situation was 

also basically good. On the one hand, expectations were quite 

modest ahead of the earnings season. On the other hand, this 

year’s slowdown in earnings is largely due to a base effect. 

The year 2018 saw a steep rise in corporate earnings due to 

US tax reform at the end of 2017. In addition, the US economy 

continues to act as the global economic engine, with the best 

growth outlook and the most constructive economic policy. 

The results of our Behavioral Finance analysis have improved 

month after month. In the last issue of Investorama, we were  

positive about the bottom that was forming in the equity 

markets in combination with a strong set of indicators, which we  

use to summarize our “soft” factors that influence the equity 

market. The medium-term market structure, on the other hand,  

provided only a mixed picture. Our hope was that the expected 

rise in stock prices would improve the market structure data. 

This is exactly what happened. Both the top-down analysis 

with confirmed upward trends and the bottom-up picture with 

improved market breadth are convincing, even though some 

indicators are still fragile. Thus both the market structure and 

the set of indicators have provided positive signals recently, 

confirming the seasonal pattern. The best period for the stock  

markets traditionally begins in mid-October, which we informed 

you about in the last issue. Thus the way was clear and the 

time was right for the stock markets to break out of a sideways 

trend that has lasted almost two years. 

The Behavioral Finance setup is therefore currently favorable. 

After the recent strong gains in prices, we need to keep an 

eye on how sustainable the growth will be for the still “tender 

seedlings” of the improvement in the market structure. It is also  

worth noting the potential extreme values of our (short-term)  

indicators, which could indicate temporary overheating tenden-

cies and trigger a corresponding consolidation movement. 

Equities US:  
Record level
Manfred Hofer

Overview of equity markets as per November 18, 2019

Equities US

  MSCI USA Index (USD)
  Moving average (40w) Source: Refinitiv, LGT

* annualized
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Stock market (MSCI indices) year-to-date since 11/18/2018 since 11/18/2014* Trend Comment

United States (USD) 26.3% 15.9% 10.3% Upward trend

Eurozone (EUR) 24.0% 16.0% 7.2% Upward trend

Japan (JPY) 17.0% 7.7% 5.5% Upward trend

United Kingdom (GBP) 12.6% 8.2% 5.5% Volatile sideways trend

Germany (EUR) 22.2% 12.9% 6.1% Upward trend

Switzerland (CHF) 26.8% 19.6% 6.1% Upward trend

Asia/Pacific ex Japan (USD) 13.5% 11.4% 5.0% Volatile sideways trend

Emerging markets (USD) 11.5% 9.5% 3.7% Volatile sideways trend

Source: Refinitiv, LGT
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In the last issue of Investorama, we pointed out that Japan’s 

stock market was bringing up the rear of this year’s stock 

market boom, although in our opinion at least, this did not 

seem justified in terms of the fundamentals. We referred 

to these economic factors and posed the logical question: 

“When will the catch up come?”

In the meantime, the market has provided the answer. The 

Nikkei 225 has, in fact, started to catch up. Since the beginning 

of the final quarter of this year, Japan’s leading index has risen 

by a good 7%, compared with around 6% for the S&P 500 

and approximately 5% for the EuroStoxx.

Japan’s blue-chip barometer is likely to close out the calendar 

year with a similarly respectable double-digit gain – provided 

the current increasingly risk-friendly international stock market 

sentiment continues. It seems quite realistic that it will in light 

of the welcome easing in US-Chinese trade tensions (such as 

the “phase one deal”), a largely satisfactory earnings situation, 

the wave of monetary easing that has now taken hold world-

wide and the first signs of economic stabilization. 

Equities Europe:  
Sector rotation gains prominence
Ralf Piersig

Since our last article the European stock markets as a whole 

have posted significant gains, outperforming the global index. 

For the first time in several quarters, at least the geopolitical  

mood appears to be brightening. There are signs that the US 

and China are moving closer to solving their trade dispute, 

while the probability of a no-deal Brexit has significantly 

decreased. In addition, the third-quarter reporting season  

was solid, with companies from cyclically sensitive sectors in 

particular exceeding (significantly reduced) expectations.

It is therefore not surprising that the stock market rally was  

led by cyclical stocks and value stocks, while defensive and 

high-quality companies fell behind. In our last post we pointed 

out there were signs of a sector rotation. Looking to the end  

of the year, we remain constructive for the markets as a whole.  

Relatively favorable valuations and low expectations for value 

stocks should support a positive price development. 

Equities Japan:  
Playing catch-up again
Mikio Kumada

Equities Europe

  MSCI EMU Index (EUR)
  Moving average (40w) Source: Refinitiv, LGT

Equities Japan

Source: Refinitiv, LGT
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Saudi Arabia’s leading index Tadawul was integrated into 

the MSCI Emerging Markets (EM) Index with a weighting of 

around 2.4%. This has already brought Saudi Arabia double 

digit billions of dollars in foreign investment inflows. Further 

billions are to follow in the coming months.

However, the onslaught of globally active EM fund managers 

has not materialized for now despite this positive development. 

Foreign investors are being cautious due to the stretched valu-

ation, geopolitical risks, reputational risks, and a relatively 

small investment universe. In addition, uncertainty about 

government intervention in market mechanisms is causing 

discomfort. But investors who dismiss Saudi Arabia’s potential 

as a fata morgana are losing sight of investment oases. One 

such oasis is the planned IPO of the oil giant Saudi Arabian  

Oil Co., better known as Aramco, currently the world’s most  

profitable company. In the context of the “Vision 2030” 

privatization program, which aims to diversify the economy 

and reduce its dependence on oil revenues, 1% to 2% of the 

state-owned energy giant is to be listed on the Saudi stock 

exchange, depending on the source. This would raise approx-

imately USD 15–30 bn at a valuation of around USD 1.5 tn, 

which would exceed the previous record IPO of USD 25 bn by 

Alibaba. The state will forgo part of the dividends in favor of 

new shareholders.

Although there is still sand in the gears of the privatization 

efforts, progress in structural reforms and the revision of strict 

regulations have contributed to the inclusion of Saudi Arabia in 

the MSCI. A successful partial privatization of Aramco should 

advance the Vision 2030 and almost double Saudi Arabia’s 

weight in the MSCI index. This would benefit the entire MENA 

region, which could then be equal with heavyweights such as 

Brazil or India on the EM investment stage. A small step for 

the global financial markets then, but a big leap for the stock 

markets of the Middle East. 

Emerging markets equities:  
Progress despite sand in the gears
Ikram Boulfernane

Emerging markets local currency bonds:  
From interest income in 2019 to currency income in 2020?
Sven Lang

Emerging market bonds in local currencies have three earn- 

ings drivers: currency appreciations, price gains on bonds,  

and current yields. The latter is stable on a long-term average 

at 5% to 7% annually, while bonds, and especially currencies, 

make different contributions, depending on the market  

environment.

The year 2019 is a very good example. At the end of October, 

the asset class had gained 11.4% (in USD) since the beginning 

of the year. The current yield and bond income contributed 

approximately 11.2%, without taking currency developments 

into account. In total, this means that the currencies made a 

negative contribution. This picture clearly shows the market 

environment in which the asset class was operating.

Global growth slowed significantly in 2019, and inflation 

declined not only in developed markets but also in emerging 

markets. Emerging markets central banks responded with 

significant interest rate cuts, creating a positive environment 

for bonds. At the same time, lower growth and lower interest 

rates reduced the appetite for currency risks. As a result, 

emerging markets currencies did not appreciate significantly 

against the ones of developed markets this year.

A reversal of this trend can certainly be expected for 2020. 

Expansionary central bank policy should be reflected in higher 

economic growth in 2020, and there are still hopes of a solution 

to the US-China trade war, which would significantly reduce 

the current uncertainties. This environment will fuel emerging 

markets currencies, which on average are also fundamentally 

undervalued. Should it become apparent that this scenario is 

likely to happen, a reduction in duration with a simultaneous 

increase in currency exposure is recommended for 2020. In 

addition, it would also confirm that the asset class can achieve 

value appreciation through the different earnings drivers under 

various market scenarios. 
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Real estate:  
Bifurcation continues
Boris Pavlu

Anyone who dared to hope for a normalization of the zero 

interest-rate policy this year saw those hopes dashed: a change 

of the status quo for the foreseeable future is not in sight. This 

means that the hunt for returns continues unabated, which is 

also benefiting real estate investments.

The bifurcation – the division – of many markets into coveted 

quality investments and spurned risk investments is also persis-

tent. In the case of real estate this means that investors are out- 

bidding each other for new buildings in central locations. In the  

heart of Zurich, for example, office space is still changing hands 

even below the 2% initial rent. For other locations and prob-

lematic properties, however, even the prospect of significantly  

higher returns is hardly convincing. In view of sluggish economic 

growth and restrictive bank financing, a conservative attitude  

certainly makes sense. However, overpaying for first-class proper-

ties can of course also be detrimental to the future total return.  

In the current market environment, active, value-adding strate-

gies and high-growth niches such as data and logistics centers or 

creative office concepts are likely to be of particular interest. 

Insurance-linked securities: 
2019 looks like an average year – but losses vary greatly across regions
Siti Dawson

Similarly to 2017 and 2018, insured losses worldwide cannot 

be pinned down to one single natural catastrophe event, but 

derive from a number of medium-sized events: The US has 

seen significant losses from a series of “severe weather events” 

extreme snowfall in winter and massive thunderstorms with 

devastating tornado / hail and rainfall in summer. This year’s 

US-hurricane season brought not only a few smaller tropical 

cyclones, but also hurricane Dorian which for a short period  

of time looked like the ultimate worst-case scenario, as the 

storm approached Fort Lauderdale / Miami. Luckily, Dorian  

ultimately changed direction, tracking parallel to the Florida 

coast without moving on shore and eventually made landfall  

in the Carolinas as a weak Category 1 hurricane, sparing the 

US the direct impact to an area with some of the highest con- 

centrations of insured values in the world. In Japan, two of the 

most severe typhoons historically, Faxai and Hagibis, both hit 

the densely populated region of the Tokyo metropolitan area. 

The storms led to significant wind damage, but more notably 

in the case of Hagibis, also brought severe flood losses to the 

main island of Honshu.

Therefore, whilst 2019 so far looks like an average year in 

terms of insured losses overall, certain regionsespecially the 

US and Japan have suffered clearly above-average losses for 

the third consecutive year. This series of catastrophe events 

has reduced the available reinsurance capacity, especially 

from investors of insurance-linked securities (ILS). The limita-

tion on capacity meets an increased demand from insurance 

companies to buy reinsurance cover, driven by the very same 

catastrophe losses and increased by regulatory scrutiny. The 

result is a very attractive market outlook with strong premium 

increases expected at the upcoming renewal round for 2020. 

Reinsurers and ILS market participants alike are both pushing 

for rate increases especially on loss-affected programs, to 

capture a premium for the higher volatility, and to seek a 

“pay-back element” when continuing to provide reinsurance 

cover. For 2020, we expect there will be many opportunities to 

allocate capital, whereby investors can be selective and benefit 

from attractive premiums and better terms and conditions. 

Income yield commercial property US
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LGT’s investment center is a specialist for multi asset solutions  

as well as alternative investments. Our core competencies 

include:

Asset Allocation

Carefully planned asset allocation is the foundation for 

successful asset management and performance. LGT’s long-

standing experience and disciplined investment approach 

enable us to offer our clients traditional and alternative invest-

ments as an integrated, comprehensive package and to go 

to our clients as an authority in this regard. Our transparent 

investment process covers portfolio construction and imple-

mentation in line with our clients’ needs as well as continual 

monitoring of specific risks. The aim of our asset allocation 

investment solutions is to optimize the long-term risk-return 

profile. It is important to ensure that our investment solutions  

participate in market upturns, while offering stability and 

capital preservation in difficult market periods. The corner-

stones of our Asset Allocation expertise are:

 ■ A comprehensive global universe of listed and  

non-listed investments 

 ■ Broad diversification in and between asset classes, 

segments, styles, specialists and currencies 

 ■ A systematic, disciplined process based on a balanced  

blend of qualitative and quantitative elements

The long-term strategic asset allocation requires a look at the  

future. But because predicting future developments is possible 

only to a very limited extent, we use scenario analysis. The 

knowledge of past developments in economics, politics and the  

financial markets gives us a basis for our scenarios. Academics 

and practitioners add their own expert knowledge in certain 

thematic areas. We then use this array of information to develop  

various future scenarios. These are either baseline scenarios 

(high probability of occurring) or alternative scenarios (low prob-

ability of occurring). We set the optimum portfolio weighting 

for each scenario. We then work out investment solutions  

that we think can bring robust returns for our clients across 

several scenarios. 

Through our tactical asset allocation we take advantage of 

medium-term inefficiencies and fluctuations. In a quarterly  

process we reconsider our active positioning also taking into 

account our findings from economic and market information 

along with behavioral finance.

Sustainability

Our long-term direction and ESG investment principles are a 

core element of our corporate culture. We are convinced that 

we can only invest successfully for our clients by following a 

long-term approach that contains a strong awareness of envi-

ronmental, social and governance (ESG) principles. This also 

applies to investment solutions that we offer our investors as  

well as to our overall business activities. On the following pages, 

we will demonstrate how LGT Capital Partners integrates these 

principles into its business activities.

ESG in our investment and monitoring process

Compliance with ESG criteria is a fixed component of our 

investment process. It is structured so that it meets the United 

Nations-supported Principles for Responsible Investment (UN 

PRI). Our investment teams are responsible for due diligence 

for potential investments. Every investment opportunity we 

pursue is examined based on these criteria. These assessments  

are important information for portfolio managers and the 

Investment Committee when it comes to making an investment  

decision. We monitor a broad spectrum of risks, against the 

background of ESG criteria as well. We work closely with our 

external managers and offer them advice on how ESG criteria 

can be integrated even more extensively. For some clients, we 

check the portfolios according to specific ESG guidelines.

We have developed processes to integrate ESG principles in 

line with the requirements of the various investment categories  

and structures. In the context of our private equity, hedge 

fund and multi-manager long-only portfolios, for example,  

we focus on the assessment of ESG practice of our external 

and internal managers, and work with them to raise standards 

in this area. In our equity and bond portfolios, we rely on  

LGT’s core competencies in asset management
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individual stock selection. This way, we can benefit from the 

fact that substantially more information is available for an ESG 

assessment. We have therefore developed an internal tool, the 

ESG cockpit, which enables us to analyze and evaluate the ESG 

risks and opportunities of every position in these portfolios.

Compliance with international agreements on  

controversial weapons

Apart from carrying out our own ESG analyses, we are coop-

erating with Global Engagement Services (GES) and applying 

their guidelines to avoid investing in companies involved in 

the manufacture of controversial weapons such as land mines, 

cluster bombs and ammunition as well as ABC weapons. This 

way, we can develop portfolios that meet the requirements of 

international agreements on controversial weapons.

Our definition of ESG

When analyzing managers and companies, we check the 

following environmental, social and governance factors:

 ■ Environment: greenhouse gas emissions, energy efficiency, 

water consumption, waste disposal, use of resources and 

other factors

 ■ Social: refers to subjects such as controversial weapons, 

human rights issues, labor standards, employee fluctuation, 

health and safety, training and professional development  

as well as other factors

 ■ Governance: quality of the board of directors, clear separa-

tion between the role of the CEO and president of the board  

of directors, accounting practices, reporting/transparency, 

management incentives, shareholders’ rights, bribery and 

corruption as well as other factors

In choosing countries of potential issuers of government 

bonds, we concentrate on the degree of freedom, democ- 

racy, political and civil rights that prevail in the respective 

country as well as on the level of corruption and the rule  

of law. This is enhanced by further analyses that illustrate  

how a country deals with natural resources and the status  

of social development.

Integration of alternative investments

To achieve robust portfolios, there needs to be as much inte-

gration as possible of many uncorrelated return sources. It 

has been shown that alternative investment classes can make 

a valuable contribution in particular. LGT Capital Partners has 

been investing in private market investments and liquid alter-

native investment classes for 20 years. We have a global net- 

work and therefore access to experienced managers in this 

area, as well as direct investment competence. Investments in 

private markets can improve the risk-reward ratio of an invest-

ment portfolio. They offer investors the opportunity to achieve 

higher returns while at the same time diversifying their port-

folio. With an investment horizon of more than ten years, 

private equity requires a long-term commitment and readiness  

to accept reduced liquidity and unexpected capital flows. The 

returns are also highly dependent on the investor’s ability to 

gain access to the managers with the best performance, as 

returns from funds in the upper and lower quartile vary enor-

mously from one another. Liquid alternative investments such 

as alternative risk premia, hedge funds or insurance-based 

investments play a large part in broader diversification of a 

portfolio. The integration of these strategies into a portfolio 

requires in-depth analysis that takes account of investors’ aims 

and requirements. This calls for the relevant analysis tools, as 

well as for long-term experience.
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Overview LGT Funds

LGT Funds ISIN Launch date Price as per 
10/30/2019

Performance 
YTD

Performance
-3 years p.a.

Performance 
-5 years p.a.

Multi asset class

LGT Alpha Indexing Fund (CHF) B LI0101102999 30.04.2009 CHF 1612.49 10.33% 2.90% 2.74%

LGT GIM Balanced (CHF) B LI0108469029 31.01.2010 CHF 12156.87 9.36% 2.13% 1.24%

LGT GIM Balanced (EUR) B LI0108469169 31.01.2010 EUR 13583.64 10.25% 2.31% 2.11%

LGT GIM Balanced (USD) B LI0108468880 31.01.2010 USD 13800.27 11.59% 4.33% 2.79%

LGT GIM Growth (CHF) B LI0108469268 31.01.2010 CHF 13193.20 11.34% 3.25% 1.90%

LGT GIM Growth (EUR) B LI0108469318 31.01.2010 EUR 14978.22 12.26% 3.44% 2.89%

LGT GIM Growth (USD) B LI0108469250 31.01.2010 USD 14957.00 13.45% 5.38% 3.33%

LGT Sustainable Strategy 3 Years (CHF) B LI0350494782 10.11.1999 CHF 1032.60 8.27% 1.71% 1.26%

LGT Sustainable Strategy 3 Years (EUR) B LI0008232162 10.11.1999 EUR 1766.65 9.10% 2.16% 2.23%

LGT Sustainable Strategy 3 Years (USD) B LI0350494840 30.04.2010 USD 1095.47 10.48% 4.14% 3.03%

LGT Sustainable Strategy 4 Years (CHF) B LI0350494907 10.11.1999 CHF 1038.37 9.80% 2.66% 1.91%

LGT Sustainable Strategy 4 Years (EUR) B LI0008232220 10.11.1999 EUR 1753.73 10.74% 3.10% 2.91%

LGT Sustainable Strategy 4 Years (USD) B LI0350494998 30.04.2010 USD 1098.07 11.95% 4.97% 3.54%

LGT Sustainable Strategy 5 Years (CHF) B LI0350495169 01.10.2004 CHF 1044.82 11.17% 3.33% 2.28%

LGT Sustainable Strategy 5 Years (EUR) B LI0019352926 01.10.2004 EUR 1802.41 12.11% 3.67% 3.27%

LGT Sustainable Strategy 5 Years (USD) B LI0350495227 30.04.2010 USD 1102.56 13.21% 5.48% 3.80%

Money market

LGT Money Market Fund (CHF) B LI0015327682 19.01.1998 CHF 1084.11 -0.69% -0.84% -0.69%

LGT Money Market Fund (EUR) B LI0015327740 19.01.1998 EUR 696.85 -0.24% -0.37% -0.25%

LGT Money Market Fund (USD) B LI0015327757 19.01.1998 USD 1533.40 1.89% 1.47% 1.06%

Bonds

LGT Bond Fund EMMA LC (CHF) B LI0133634688 30.09.2011 CHF 1164.43 7.01% 1.21% -0.89%

LGT Bond Fund EMMA LC (EUR) B LI0133634662 30.09.2011 EUR 1289.33 9.52% 0.69% 0.94%

LGT Bond Fund EMMA LC (USD) B LI0133634670 30.09.2011 USD 1070.91 6.86% 1.29% -1.38%

LGT Bond Fund EMMA Quality (CHF) B LI0183910038 30.06.2012 CHF 973.63 3.07% 0.05% -0.89%

LGT Bond Fund EMMA Quality (EUR) B LI0183910012 09.07.2012 EUR 1006.55 3.59% 0.59% -0.32%

LGT Bond Fund EMMA Quality (USD) B LI0183909998 15.12.2011 USD 1110.69 6.19% 3.14% 1.54%

LGT Bond Fund Global Inflation Linked (CHF) B LI0148578045 17.04.2012 CHF 921.96 0.85% -1.73% -1.34%

LGT Bond Fund Global Inflation Linked (EUR) B LI0017755534 10.05.2004 EUR 1148.76 1.36% -1.15% -0.68%

LGT Bond Fund Global Inflation Linked (USD) B LI0148578037 30.09.2010 USD 1049.96 3.78% 1.23% 1.07%

LGT Select Bond Emerging Markets (USD) B LI0026536628 31.12.2000 USD 3732.54 10.53% 3.49% 1.80%

LGT Select Bond High Yield (USD) B LI0026564604 31.08.2000 USD 2670.56 11.99% 5.36% 4.46%

LGT Select Convertibles (CHF) B LI0132437745 31.08.2011 CHF 1299.49 6.98% 1.23% 0.46%

LGT Select Convertibles (EUR) B LI0132437737 31.08.2011 EUR 1343.25 7.33% 1.47% 0.84%

LGT Select Convertibles (USD) B LI0102278962 31.07.2006 USD 1692.04 10.15% 4.26% 2.85%

LGT Sustainable Fixed Income Global Opportunities (EUR) B LI0008232030 10.11.1999 EUR 1690.41 4.18% -0.44% 0.47%

LGT Sustainable Bond Fund Global (EUR) B LI0106892909 30.11.2009 EUR 1614.25 10.04% 1.59% 3.57%

LGT Sustainable Bond Fund Global Hedged (CHF) B LI0148577955 22.10.1996 CHF 1058.39 3.80% -0.73% 0.01%

LGT Sustainable Bond Fund Global Hedged (EUR) B LI0148577948 22.10.1996 EUR 1100.64 4.24% -0.26% 0.61%

LGT Sustainable Bond Fund Global Hedged (USD) B LI0015327872 22.10.1996 USD 2961.60 6.95% 2.37% 2.55%

LGT Sustainable Quality Bond Fund Hedged (CHF) B LI0183909808 30.06.2012 CHF 993.18 2.94% -0.91% -1.00%

LGT Sustainable Quality Bond Fund Hedged (EUR) B LI0183909782 30.06.2012 EUR 1033.10 3.43% -0.34% -0.36%

LGT Sustainable Quality Bond Fund Hedged (USD) B LI0183909790 30.06.2012 USD 1125.67 5.94% 2.05% 1.31%
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LGT Funds ISIN Launch date Price as per 
10/30/2019

Performance 
YTD

Performance
-3 years p.a.

Performance 
-5 years p.a.

Equities

LGT Select Equity Asia/Pacific ex Japan (USD) B LI0026536305 30.10.1999 USD 2808.58 14.26% 5.37% 2.96%

LGT Select Equity Emerging Markets (USD) B LI0026536354 31.12.2000 USD 4133.99 9.72% 6.07% 1.92%

LGT Select Equity Europe (EUR) B LI0026536404 19.10.2006 EUR 2242.00 17.29% 6.78% 5.66%

LGT Select Equity Japan (JPY) B LI0026536511 31.10.1999 JPY 1733.00 12.24% 8.26% 7.29%

LGT Select Equity Japan (USD) B LI0230813219 22.01.2014 USD 1506.14 14.59% 10.27% 8.21%

LGT Select Equity North America (USD) B LI0026536560 31.10.1999 USD 3035.81 25.33% 16.77% 10.34%

LGT Select REITS (USD) B LI0148225985 01.03.2004 USD 1715.71 24.47% 8.80% 4.86%

LGT Sustainable Equity Fund Europe (EUR) B LI0015327906 30.09.2000 EUR 1286.56 23.77% 7.22% 5.00%

LGT Sustainable Equity Fund Global (CHF) B LI0148540441 17.12.2012 CHF 2226.71 19.16% 9.36% 10.36%

LGT Sustainable Equity Fund Global (EUR) B LI0106892966 31.12.2009 EUR 2887.74 21.95% 8.80% 12.39%

LGT Sustainable Equity Fund Global (USD) B LI0148540466 17.12.2012 USD 2071.10 18.98% 9.45% 9.81%

LGT Sustainable Quality Equity Fund Hedged (CHF) B LI0183907844 30.06.2012 CHF 1780.11 23.18% 9.31% 7.43%

LGT Sustainable Quality Equity Fund Hedged (EUR) B LI0183907836 09.07.2012 EUR 1762.57 23.59% 9.82% 8.08%

LGT Sustainable Quality Equity Fund Hedged (USD) B LI0183907802 30.06.2012 USD 2133.14 26.79% 12.65% 9.93%

Insurance-linked investments

LGT (Lux) I – Cat Bond Fund (CHF) B LU0816333040 30.11.2010 CHF 107.15 -0.77% -1.33% -0.50%

LGT (Lux) I – Cat Bond Fund (EUR) B LU0816332828 30.11.2010 EUR 111.30 -0.46% -0.95% -0.10%

LGT (Lux) I – Cat Bond Fund (USD) B LU0816332745 30.11.2010 USD 123.14 2.17% 1.55% 1.76%

Alternative investments

LGT Crown Listed Private Equity (EUR) B IE00B7T8CN06 18.02.2013 EUR 227.05 27.57% 13.96% 12.46%

LGT Crown Listed Private Equity (USD) D IE00BJVWTR76 28.07.2014 USD 152.69 24.50% 14.75% 10.31%

LGT Crown Managed Futures UCITS SF Class B (USD) IE00B66PKW27 09.07.2010 USD 981.19 -0.02% -2.81% -2.09%

LGT Crown Managed Futures UCITS SF Class C (EUR) IE00B66MZ845 25.06.2010 EUR 893.99 -2.31% -5.06% -3.53%

LGT Crown Managed Futures UCITS SF Class H (CHF) IE00B3PT4X32 30.09.2010 CHF 794.33 -2.73% -5.52% -4.22%

LGT Alpha Generix UCITS Sub-Fund Class O (USD) IE00B7VFVC16 01.10.2012 USD 990.87 4.51% 0.03% 0.03%

LGT Alpha Generix UCITS Sub-Fund Class P (EUR) IE00B82ZPK32 01.10.2012 EUR 904.92 1.96% -2.46% -1.67%

LGT Alpha Generix UCITS Sub-Fund Class Q (CHF) IE00B46N8H32 01.10.2012 CHF 867.71 1.52% -2.98% -2.36%

LGT Dynamic Protection UCITS Sub-Fund Class F (USD) IE00BD365334 20.04.2017 USD 1009.95 -0.13% n.a. n.a.

LGT Dynamic Protection UCITS Sub-Fund Class G (EUR) IE00BD365441 30.04.2017 EUR 952.69 -2.61% n.a. n.a.

LGT Dynamic Protection UCITS Sub-Fund Class H (CHF) IE00BD365557 30.04.2017 CHF 940.40 -3.15% n.a. n.a.
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Gold has fascinated humans for thousands of years. For some people, the yellow 
precious metal is an ordinary commodity that shines beautifully, but in the end does 
not bring much benefit, while for others it is the ultimate hedge and crisis currency 
in economically precarious times.

The global economic slowdown, the international trade 

dispute, geopolitical turmoil, global tensions and uprisings  

– these are just some of the aspects that make international 

investors look for safety. Added to this are the steadily rising  

sea of debt and the global deluge of money – including 

low and negative interest rates and manipulated currencies  

that are eating their way through capital assets and retire-

ment provisions. The globally important central banks are 

degenerating into money printing machines for highly 

indebted nations, and savers and investors are losing out. 

Such developments have furrowed the brows of investors, 

and Botox in the form of safe havens is in demand to help 

smooth out these wrinkles a bit.

Gold – the safe haven par excellence

Debt levels, money supply, low interest rates, currencies 

– all these variables can be freely manipulated by political 

actors. But not gold! The commodity has no counterparty 

and is considered a safe haven for investors who do not 

want to be shipwrecked. For millennia, gold has withstood 

every crisis and survived failed paper money adventures. 

The yellow precious metal can be understood as insurance 

– including a premium calculation – against political and 

economic risks. The more severe the structural crises are 

and the bleaker the economy looks, the more the funda-

mental strength of gold shines through.

As a store of value, it helps to maintain purchasing power 

despite constantly rising price levels. This can be illustrated 

by the cost of clothes. In the old Roman Empire, the price 

of a toga was an ounce of gold. To buy a quality suit today 

you will probably have to dig just as deep into your pocket. 

Paper money from the last millennium, on the other hand, 

is probably no longer even worth the paper on which it 

was printed and can be safely disposed of in the circular 

filing cabinet. In contrast to paper money, gold cannot be 

produced at will. The finiteness of gold reserves and the 

eternal durability of the precious metal contribute to its 

intrinsic value.

The demand for gold is mainly for the manufacture of  

jewelry and as an investment instrument, including central  

bank purchases. The precious metal is also used in the 

technology industry. China and India are among the largest  

consumers of gold. The traditional demand for gold jewelry 

in those two countries is rising as prosperity increases. 

Demand from central banks has also risen massively. In 

2018, the largest purchases of gold in the last 50 years 

were recorded. The purpose of holding gold in currency 

reserves is to help stabilize currencies. The central banks 

are pursuing three objectives: to protect assets from loss in 

value, to maintain liquidity and to generate returns.

Belongs in every portfolio

International gold trading is mainly conducted in US dollars 

and troy ounces. The greenback and the yellow precious 

metal tend to show a negative correlation to each other. If 

the US currency depreciates, it will have a supportive effect 

on the global gold price, as buyers outside the USD area 

can purchase the commodity more cheaply. Interest rates 

are also an important price driver. The more interest rates 

decline, the lower the opportunity costs of holding gold, 

The dazzling splendor of gold
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as its competitiveness increases against interest-bearing 

assets. In contrast to equities and bonds, gold does not 

generate dividends or interest income. Profits can only be 

achieved through price changes. The current market envi-

ronment – characterized by falling and even negative real 

interest rates and an aging bull market that is addicted to 

support measures – creates favorable conditions for an 

exposure to gold.

As an investment instrument, gold is highly suitable for 

diversifying a portfolio. The correlation of the yellow 

precious metal to other asset classes is dynamic owing to 

its dual function of both consumer good and investment 

vehicle, and changes in the course of the economic cycle. 

In good times, gold can move in the same direction as risk 

assets such as equities because more jewelry is in demand. 

In bad times, the idea of hedging increasingly comes to 

the fore because investors are looking for high-quality and 

liquid investments to protect their capital and minimize  

losses. Thus, the precious metal can improve both the 

stability of a portfolio and its risk-adjusted return. There 

may be some discussion about what the right percentage 

of gold in a portfolio is, but various empirical studies see 

1% to 9% as appropriate. This applies to risk-averse inves-

tors as well as to those who are willing to take more risks. 

For institutional investors, gold is likely to play a more 

tactical than strategic role in asset allocation.

Buying gold – but how?

The international gold market is extremely liquid. The daily 

trading volume is estimated to be between USD 100 and 

200 billion. For investors who want to participate in the 

gold market there are various possibilities. They can  

physically purchase gold in the form of coins, ounces and 

bars – the oldest and most expensive way. After all, if one 

is heading for a safe haven, he or she has to reckon with 

port administration fees. Storage and insurance costs are 

incurred. The traditional bunker under the mattress should 

not be used due to the various dangers involved in this 

type of storage.

An alternative would be to use exchange-traded funds 

(ETF). Gold ETFs are designed to track the price of gold in 

global markets. They are liquid financial products with low 

transaction costs and are therefore particularly suitable for  

private investors. Another possibility is to buy gold futures 

on the futures market. This is suitable for experienced 

investors who want to participate in price movements 

but are not interested in physical delivery. In the case of a 

longer-term commitment, futures contracts must be sold 

regularly before maturity and replaced with ones of longer 

maturities – this is referred to as “rolling”. An additional 

option to participate in the gold market would be to buy 

the shares of gold producers.

Gold has a large base of followers, ranging from Fort Knox 

to Duckburg. For thousands of years, its intrinsic value was 

beyond doubt, which is still the case today. Just as gold 

has its place as a chemical element in the earthly periodic 

table and as a decorative element in the domes of various 

places of worship in the heavenly world, it should also have 

a firm place in a portfolio. 
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Since the beginning of the year, gold 
has been on a steady run. The yellow 
precious metal was able to break out  
of its sideways trend of the past few 
years, marking the beginning of a 
new bull market era. In the following 
interview, the legendary commodities 
expert Jim Rogers explains why he 
recommends gold, but is still not buying 
any at the moment.

Investorama: Why should investors own gold?

Jim Rogers: Throughout history, whenever countries, 

governments or money have collapsed, gold has been a 

good place to be. Certainly, in times of turmoil and chaos,  

gold is your best protector. It is not always a great safety 

net as there were many times, when gold has done nothing. 

However, if you get your time right, you can make a fortune 

in times of turmoil. And even if you do not get your time 

right, everybody should own some gold as an insurance 

policy because you never know. You have liability insurance, 

probably. You hope you never use your liability insurance, 

but if you need it, you are glad you have it. That is the 

way it works with gold in my view. Everybody should have 

some gold as an insurance policy. Everybody! If you know 

people who do not own any gold, please show them the 

way and let them buy some gold.

Is it now the right time to buy gold?

Not for me, but if you feel it is time for you, then buy. I 

think gold might come down at least once or maybe twice 

in the next few weeks or months. Gold has run up very 

strongly this year and it got a lot of speculation in it. If you 

look at the futures markets, a lot of market participants 

own gold. That usually means, it is time for a correction. 

But if you do not own any gold, you should buy some now. 

However, I ain’t buying any gold now, but I am not selling 

my gold either.

As everybody should own gold, what is the quota 

that you recommend in terms of a diversified  

portfolio?

Well, it depends on everybody. If you are really rich then 

that is one thing, if you are not it is another thing. Histori-

cally, the Swiss bankers used to say everybody should have 

at least 5 or 10% of their money in gold. That is what 

Swiss bankers told their clients for decades or probably for 

centuries. I certainly say that everybody should have a few 

percent of their money in gold, and if they know what they 

are doing and they get their timing right, then they can 

increase it a lot.

As you have owned gold for decades, in which form 

do you prefer owning gold?

For me and probably for many people, the best form as  

an insurance policy is gold coins because they are easily 

recognizable and transportable. If there is a crisis and you 

have blocks of gold, you cannot go down to the grocery 

store and buy a local bread. First of all, the seller does 

not know if it is gold and he or she cannot make change. 

However, if you are really good at trading and you know 

what you are doing, gold futures are the best way as you 

can get leverage and make an absolute fortune if you get 

your timing right. But you can also lose a fortune in an 

afternoon if you get your timing wrong.

When it comes to physical gold holdings, where do 

you hide / store yours?

I am not going to tell where mine is, but I will tell you 

some places where many people do store their gold.  

Obviously, Switzerland has traditionally been a great place 

to store gold and probably continues to be. Historically, 

Liechtenstein is a good place as well as Austria. Singapore 

is becoming a great storage center. But it really depends 

on you. If you happen to live in a country that you trust, 

you will leave it there. In case you do not want to keep it 

in your own country, you could consider storing it in the 

neighbor country. But make sure you have a place where 

the safety of deposit boxes and the custody are secured.

 “Everybody should have some gold”
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What do you think about exchange-traded funds 

(ETF) – is that an option?

Yes, that is fine. Certainly, ETFs are an easy way to partici-

pate in the gold market. A problem with these instruments 

is you have to make sure that their gold backing is sound. 

ETF sponsors say they own the gold, but you have to make 

sure that they own it. Because not everybody is going to 

be honest in the future – especially in times of turmoil.

In the context of the trade war, do you think there is 

a high probability that we will see a resolution of this 

trade war, and if yes, what does that mean for gold?

I suspect that what will happen is that there will be some 

resolution announced and the markets will go higher. When  

the American economy has problems again, Mr. Trump is 

going to turn around and blame everybody. He is certainly 

not going to say: “Oh I made a mistake.” He is going to 

blame it on other people and countries respectively and 

then the trade war will come back. Then we are going to 

have a serious bear market. It has been over 10 years since 

the world has seen one. So we are overdue. I mean it does 

not have to happen, but you know, it always has. It could 

go on 20 years, I have no idea, but when a serious bear 

market comes back, it is going to be the worst in my life-

time. In 2008 we had a bear market, an economic problem 

because of too much debt. Since then, the debt has gone 

much higher everywhere. During that bear market gold will 

go down for a while, but as it gets worse and worse, the 

price of gold will go up a lot and it will make new highs. 

It will get overpriced and might even turn into a problem. 

However, if we would witness a definitive trade resolution  

between China and the US, then gold would probably 

unwind much of the gains that it has been having.

Gold is right now in a bull market. What threats do 

you see to a favorable gold outlook?

Probably, Donald Trump and the Chinese making a deal. 

And central banks calming down is probably the biggest 

threat right now to gold. Gold has been going up a lot in 

the last few months. On a short-term basis, the technicals 

of gold going up so much and the fact that the Americans  

may well do something with the Chinese, which could 

calm down central banks is the biggest threat to go right 

now if you ask me.

What do you think was the main reason for the 

gold protection’s complete failure in 2012 and the 

following years? Was it the taper tantrum after Ben 

Bernanke’s very first announcement of a monetary 

normalization? Or was that just a correction after a 

bubble-like gold price development?

Gold had a gigantic run. It went up over 1900 USD/oz in 

September of 2011. Whenever something has a gigantic 

run like that it usually needs a period to calm down and 

slow down. Apparently the market knew that whatever 

Bernanke was doing, it was going to be temporary in the 

short-term. And so there was no reason for gold to rally. 

So it had a normal correction. 

Jim Rogers is one of the most 

successful investors in the world 

and a Wallstreet legend. In 1973 

he founded the Quantum fund 

together with George Soros –  

one of the most successful hedge 

funds of all time allowing him 

to retire at the age of 37. He is 

internationally recognized as a 

legendary commodities trader  

and was the creator of the Rogers 

International Commodity Index. 

Mr. Rogers is also a best-selling  

author as well as a Guinness World Record holder. He holds a Bachelor’s 

degree in History from the Yale University and a Bachelor’s degree  

in Philosophy, Politics and Economics from the University of Oxford. 

Mr. Rogers lives with his family in Singapore.
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The precious metal is not only the namesake of a color: gold can take on a wide 
range of colors from white to black.

In the meantime, gold no longer even ranks among the  

ten most expensive materials. Compared with the most 

expensive material, antimatter (around CHF 25 bn per gram),  

the precious metal is even very cheap. Even though the 

value of gold has been surpassed by minerals such as 

diamonds, painite and taaffeite, and even the cheap drug 

crystal meth is more expensive, gold is still a symbol of 

wealth and prosperity. And gold also expresses a kind 

of wealth that has nothing at all to do with the chemical 

element that has the symbol of Au (from the Latin aurum): 

For instance, we might say that something is “worth its 

weight in gold”. Some are said to have a “golden voice,” 

while others are warned that not all that glitters is gold. 

Gold does not necessarily have to shine – at least if it is 

white, blue, red, or green gold. 

The metaphorical attribution of “golden qualities” is not 

limited to human beings. Gold can simply be anything –  

as long as it makes you rich. Depending on the profession  

of the speaker, black gold could mean oil, coffee, coal or 

truffles; in the past this also included slaves. Wine and 

saffron are considered to be red gold, sugar cane and jade 

green gold. In areas where water is scarce, drinking water 

is called blue gold, and materials as diverse as marble, 

table salt, cocaine, cotton, porcelain, and ivory are known 

as white gold. 

The sea and the fields also hold gold – coral or potatoes 

– and even cement and water can be used to make gold. 

Although this is still far from the dream of alchemists, who 

wanted to transform base metals such as lead or mercury 

into gold, real estate, also known as concrete gold, is often 

an important component of many fixed assets.

What all types of gold have in common is that they promise  

wealth. An exception that confirms this rule is coal. This 

black gold levels the differences, at least among the miners.  

During the day it does not matter which nation or religion 

you belong to, says miner Ramazan Atli in a documentary 

on the online portal “The West” about coal mining, “at the  

end of the shift we all look the same here – all of us covered 

with black gold”. 

The many colors of gold
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Since the beginning of civilization, 187 200 tons of gold have been 

mined. In 2018, the figure was around 3350 tons. It is estimated that 

almost 116  000 tons of gold are still in the earth, but only about half 

of that is considered to be accessible.

(Source: Finanzen.net; photo: shutterstock)
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For more than 400 years, the Princes of Liechtenstein have  

been passionate art collectors. The Princely Collections 

include key works of European art stretching over five 

centuries and are now among the world’s major private 

art collections. The notion of promoting fine arts for the 

general good enjoyed its greatest popularity during the 

Baroque period. The House of Liechtenstein has pursued 

this ideal consistently down the generations. We make de- 

liberate use of the works of art in the Princely Collections 

to accompany what we do. For us, they embody those 

values that form the basis for a successful partnership with 

our clients: a long-term focus, skill and reliability.

Cover image: Johann Jakob Schmidt, detail from  

“View on Vaduz from the Red House,” 1833

© LIECHTENSTEIN. The Princely Collections, Vaduz–Vienna

www.liechtensteincollections.at

A look inside the Princely Collections: Vaduz Castle, which was built in the 12th century, came into the 

possession of the Princely House a few years before Liechtenstein was founded in 1719. The magnificent view 

over the country was enjoyed for many years not only by landscape painters such as Johann Jakob Schmidt 

and Ludwig Hans Fischer, but above all by the local administrator (Landvogt). His official residence was in 

the west wing of the castle, while the ruling princes resided in Vienna and their Moravian castles Feldsberg 

(Valtice) and Eisgrub (Lednice) until 1938.
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